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1. Introduction
1.1. Background
Integrated circuits (ICs) are the very fundamental components of electronic devices being
integrated in all levels of society and also affecting our personal life. ICs are produced in a
semiconductor manufacturing process through lithographic methods. The lithographic method
is the mean to replicate IC patterns via iterative demagnification steps of an image of a mask
pattern, projected onto a wafer covered with photoresist. According to Moore’s law, the number
of transistors integrated in an IC roughly duplicates every second year. Therefore, the
lithographic machinery, or wafer scanner, needs to be continuously improved. The target steps
in this development process for which scanners are upgraded, is called process node. In general,
the process node is a multi-process platform in which each process is optimized such that it leads
to a specific node. The node corresponds to a standard method for fabricating features of a
specific size. In current day semiconductor manufacturing, the next step is to transform from
14nm to 7nm node technology. Extreme ultra violet lithography (EUVL) machinery is the
operational tool in IC industry that should meet the new node technology requirements. Such
development would be achievable through overcoming a wide range of engineering challenges.

1.2. Motivation
In order to enable the IC production industry to track the next prediction of Moore’s law, IC
producers’ aim is to reach the high-volume manufacturing of 7nm node technology ICs in 2019.
The current state-of-the-art in the IC industry is the 14-20nm node technology and is rolling out
the advanced products to the market. Notably, the 7nm node technology must be capable to
print critical dimensions (CDs) half of the CDs in current state-of-the-art chips. This implies that
in order to resolve such a reduction in pattern dimensions, the majority of equipment involved
in the wafer scanners are to be reconstructed, new rules need to be stablished, and novel
architectures utilizing new materials are to be integrated. In regard to the section 5.3 of the EU
ECSEL development programme called SeNaTe, the motivation is to upgrade the reticle in the
EUVL machineries for 7nm node technology. To do so, previously worsened and additional
engineering challenges will be addressed and encountered in this PDEng thesis.
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1.3. Companies
The PDEng work was carried out in close collaboration with industry, as a part of the European
SeNaTe project. The abbreviation SeNaTe stands for seven nanometer technology. The name
explains the goal of the project which is to reach an integrated circuit manufacturing tool for 7nm
node technology. The SeNaTe project is a consortium of 39 members from 8 different European
countries including SMEs, research institutes and integrated device manufacturers (IDMs) as end
users. Specifically, the work is described in the PDEng thesis was part of the EUV mask
infrastructure work package which was closely collaborated with partners listed as follows; ASML,
AMTC, IMS, ZEISS, SUSS, IMEC, XUV focus group at UT and Fraunhofer IISB.

1.4. Outline of the PDEng Thesis
In chapter one the general background about IC manufacturing is explained. Then, the motivation
for SeNaTe project is discussed; in order to achieve 7nm node technology ICs, reticle is one of the
components in wafer scanners that needs to be optimized. The companies which are involved in
the reticle advancements for 7nm node technology are also introduced in chapter one. In chapter
two the objectives of the wafer scanner for 7nm node technology ICs are explained; one of which
is the optimization of the absorber layer of the reticle. In chapter three a number of necessary
requirements for an engineering project are generally explained; safety, risk, reliability,
maintenance, finances, costs, legal requirements environmental and sustainability capabilities,
social impact, recyclability and disposability. Chapter four is about literature review of the reticle.
In chapter five design methodology for the absorber layer of the 7nm node technology reticle is
discussed. Chapter six first addresses the potential conceptual designs for the absorber layer of
the reticle. In order to fabricate the prototypes according to the conceptual designs, the
magnetron sputtering method is also explained in chapter six. The corresponding fabrication
process of each prototype is explained in chapter six as well. Moreover, the metrological
methodologies which will be used to validate the design performance are introduced in chapter
six. Lastly, chapter six manifest the evaluation of the conceptual designs according to the
simulations of their reflectivity in the EUV spectrum under 6° illumination angle. In chapter seven
the performance of each prototype is validated in terms of the metrological analyses. The technoeconomic feasibility of the prototypes is also discussed in chapter seven. And chapter eight
concludes the PDEng thesis with explaining that the boron-doped nickel thin film design and the
Ge-Ag multilayer design can be considered as an alternative for absorber layer in the 7nm node
technology reticles.
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2. Objectives
In order to keep up with the resolutions that are governed by Moore’s law, the IC technology is
expected to take a step forward to transform from 14nm to 7nm node technology. The tool to
make the 14nm node technology ICs is the EUVL machinery which is operating with a 13.5nm
wavelength light source to provide qualified resolution of the image of a reticle to be projected
onto a wafer. The transformation of 14nm to 7nm node technology is expected to occur using
the 13.5nm wavelength light source in a new EUVL machinery while putting efforts on enhancing
the resolution, or minimizing the printing critical dimension (CD), through the increase of the
numerical aperture (NA) of the imaging optic.
𝐶𝐷 = 𝑘1


𝑁𝐴(1 + 𝜎)

The reticle (EUV mask), patterned with features composed of EUV absorptive material on top of
a multilayer mirror (ML), is one of the main components in the lithography machinery. The
combination of maximum reflection occurring at ML topography and minimum reflection
happening at the EUV absorptive features result in an image to be projected on a photoresistcoated wafer, with the silicon wafer acting as a base platform of a semiconductor circuit, and
eventually produce ICs via chemical etching process. Practically, increasing the NA is achievable
through the widening of the angle of the illuminating chief ray, however, that in turn worsens
some disadvantageous mask 3D effects, like half shadowing. These result from the fact that an
EUV mask is not flat but has certain height profile resulting from the absorber pattern on top of
the multilayer mask blank. Therefore, treatments have to be considered in order to mitigate
these mask 3D effects.

2.1. Description of the Design Issue
Currently the standard tantalum-based EUV masks are produced with a thickness of about 50nm.
The aerial image is produced by oblique illumination of the mask, and is suffering from a number
of mal-effects which in turn negatively affect the final quality of the ultimate image projected
onto a wafer:
-

HV-bias; a horizontal-vertical printing difference due to mask shadowing effect.
Telecentric errors; non-telecentric illumination in EUVL scanner leads to telecentric errors
causing pattern shift through focus.
Best focus shift through pitch; the process window shifts through focus and through pitch
as a result of a near-field effect due to phase difference between incident and reflected
light.
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2.2. Objectives of the Design Project
The main objective concerning the mask performance in 7nm node technology EUVL machinery
is to suppress the mask 3D effects in order to successfully execute the IC manufacturing. The
mask 3D effects exacerbate as a result of an incident light interaction under increased angle of
illumination of the mask topography which adversely affects the final imaging performance of
the wafer scanner. In order to minimize the mask 3D effects, the thickness of EUV absorptive
features should be decreased from 50nm to 30nm. Accordingly, in order to maintain the imaging
quality at the reduced-height absorber features, new materials need to be integrated for 7nm
node technology reticle. This in turn could give rise to a potential issue due to the crystallization
of the integrated materials. Crystallinity of the materials can cause a defective topography in the
absorber features which results from an inhomogeneity occurring throughout the etching
process of the reticle. Therefore, the crystallization of the samples needs to be controlled such
that it transforms into an amorphous phase or is strongly suppressed.
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3. Program of Requirements
3.1. Safety and Risk
The safety-usability is among the characteristic aspects of the design engineering. it concerns the
interface between human and nonhuman system level; hardware, software, facilities,
information and data. It is the stage at which the interaction of human with system’s physical
and functional parts from the perspective of safety throughout the life-cycle activities of a
system; operation, maintenance and support, is recognized and considered (Fabrycky, 2014, p. 115).
Section 5.3. of the SeNaTe project is about reconstructing the mask segment utilizing new
materials. Therefore, safety measures must be taken to account when it comes to material
choice. The choice of safe materials is considered in section 5.1.4 of the thesis as one of the
important requirements.
The next important aspect of a design is the decision making based on forthcoming events which
in turn brings about particular circumstances. Making such a decision can be made under
different categories of assurance; certainty, uncertainty, and risk. Therefore, in order to identify
under which category a decision has to be made, a so-called decision evaluation matrix tool which
is a representation of the interaction between finite set of alternatives (Fabrycky, 2014, p. 181) and
a finite set of possible futures is normally utilized (Fabrycky, 2014, p. 199).
-

“Certainty” is the criterion under which a decision-making is to be taken place, that is about,
physical behavior of an environment based on systematic knowledge and physical laws
(Fabrycky, 2014, p. 200).

-

“Risk” is another criterion is to be considered by the decision maker in which the occurrence
of the future is not ignored rather it becomes explicit through the assigned probabilities
coming from experiments, expertise statements or subjective evaluations (Fabrycky, 2014, p.
201).

-

“Uncertainty” is also a criterion to be used by the decision maker, that is when, assigning
probabilities to a few futures related to a specific design condition is not straightforward;
when there is a lack of reliable data or decision maker is unwilling to designate subjective
probabilities specifically to undesirable future. The decision maker can be equipped with two
options:
1

1) Laplace method, probability of each future’s occurrence is 𝑛, 𝑛 being the number of all
probable futures.
2) Maximin and Maximax method; “Maximin” is decision making method based on extreme
pessimism and it is used when assumed the nature would do its worst. “Maximax” is
another decision-making method considering high level of optimism supposing nature
would behave upon its best (Fabrycky, 2014, p. 204). The level of optimism and pessimism of
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each individual decision maker differs from the others. Therefore, the so-called Hurwicz
rule is introduced based on moderate extremes (Fabrycky, 2014, p. 206).

3.2. Reliability
The capability of a system to execute its assigned mission in a realistic operational environment,
and in a designated time frame is the reliability. Reliability is a direct measure of the system
operational feasibility through fulfilling the system requirements and it is normally considered in
the conceptual design stage (Fabrycky, 2014, p. 410). Reliability is also defining as a probability of a
system performs satisfactorily over a defined period of time, and under certain operating
conditions (Fabrycky, 2014, p. 411). The corresponding evaluations is addressed in section 7.1.

3.3. Maintenance
In order for a system to be operational, designer should assure the availability of the system and
that it is operating efficiently and effectively. The availability requirement of a system can be
evaluated by examining two factors:
1) An applicable system must be reliable.
2) A system also must possess the maintainability characteristic–in the event of failure it
should be possible to repair the system and to return it to its designated service.
The maintainability is one of the design characteristics implying how facilitate, accurate, safe and
economic a performance of a maintenance function is (Fabrycky, 2014, p. 476). System
maintainability is one of the main objectives in the system engineering design that must be done
effectively, safely, in minimal timing with minimum cost using least extent of resources; staffs,
materials, equipment and facilities and more importantly without jeopardizing system’s mission
(Fabrycky, 2014, p. 477). Specifically speaking, maintenance is chain of processes in order to restore
and sustain a system or product in an effective functional mode (Fabrycky, 2014, p. 477). System
maintenance can be categorized in the following two groups:
1) As a result of unexpected failure unscheduled maintenance, corrective maintenance, is
necessary to be done. The corrective maintenance restores a system to its expected
performance level utilizing a number of steps; primitive detection of a defect(s); localizing
and isolating the faulty part, diagnosing, dismantling, discharging and replacing or
repairing the defective piece, re-mantling, adjustment and alignment, and lastly final
verification.
2) The more common maintenance is the scheduled maintenance–preventive
maintenance–regularly done to retain a system at an expected level of performance. The
preventive maintenance uses regulated inspection, detection, servicing, frequently
replacement to avoid imminent failures (Fabrycky, 2014, p. 478).
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Both maintenance processes are applicable regarding the current mask blanks as in case the mask
blank become defective during the EUV exposure and before the expected life-time, the expected
maintenance process is corrective maintenance. The preventive maintenance is to be performed
should the life-time of the mask blank be over. The similar procedure will be applied for the new
generation mask blanks.

3.4. Finances and Costs
Generally, the tendency is towards more complex systems while current systems barely coincide
with the users’ demands particularly from the cost point of view. Economically speaking, a few
trends has to be considered; time duration of development stage to deployment stage,
frequently demand for change of industrial base, shrinkage of resources and traditional
methodology in dealing with system design and system development phase. Such trends result
in an imbalance in system value between economic and technical aspects that in turn creates a
system which may not be cost-effective (Fabrycky, 2014, p. 639). The financial feasibility of the
section 5.3. of the SeNaTe project manifest itself in terms of system value and is extensively
addressed in section 7.2 of the thesis.

3.5. Legal Requirements
A design engineering process also requires legal knowledge about contracts, damages and
potential injuries specially in large engineering projects. Sporadically, different countries or even
provinces of a country treat the equal legal circumstances similarly, thus it is significantly
important for a project management institutes to integrate such detailed knowledge while
accomplishing a project. The section 5.3. of the SeNaTe project is at the stage of proof of concept.
Therefore, at this stage the need for regulating a legal framework is hardly necessary. (Marston,
2008)

3.6. Environmental and Sustainability Capabilities
After a so-called green revolution new concepts; green product, clean processes, and the ecofactory, were introduced to the design engineering processes used in industries. The green
revolution originated from industrial ecology doctrine emphasizing on environmentally smart
designs as well as awareness of manufacturers concerning green products. Therefore, green
production ideology should be integrated in the design activities, manufacturing, utilization,
support, disposal, and recycling which can be done using an interdisciplinary project team
(Fabrycky, 2014, p. 626).
According to the definition provided by the U.S. Department of Commerce, manufacturing
processes which are non-polluting, energy and natural resources conservative, economically
10

favorable for employees, communities, and users, are categorized as sustainable production
(Fabrycky, 2014, p. 628).
The section 5.3. of the SeNaTe project is about reconstructing the mask segment utilizing new
materials. Therefore, materials which are environmentally friendly and sustainable must be
chosen to be integrated in the new design. The choice of such materials is considered in section
5.1.4 of the thesis as one of the important requirements.

3.7. Social Impact
The social impact of this project can very well be acknowledged with investigating the influences
upon all the stakeholders as the social users and members of the project. The extent of the social
impact of the section 5.3. of the SeNaTe project is as follows:
-

The first group of stakeholders who are involved in production system and infrastructure:
1) The operational support; ASML y should ordain a number of supportive regulations in
order to impose the new technological changes to the outdated system.
2) The maintenance operators; ZEISS operates repair process, SUSS performs cleaning
process, and IMS conducts the etching process. Their methodology of repair, cleaning and
etching for the primitive prototypes, due to material changes, is no longer advantageous.
3) As well as that, ZIESS which is accounted for the performance and manufacturing of the
multilayer mirrors–interfacing system–should elaborate new design and integrating new
materials for the 7nm tech. multilayer accordingly.
4) The IMEC company and XUV group of University of Twente both are responsible for the
development and consultation. The idea is to identify the characteristic changes EUVL
mask construction, for 7nm technology, should undergo. As well as that, IMEC and to
some extent XUV group are accounted for corresponding software packages to test the
performance of potential and resulting prototypes.
5) The company who is responsible for mass production of the mask after development,
evaluation and validation phase is AMTC which would need to construct a proper setup.

-

The second group of stakeholders to be considered are those whom will be financially
influenced from the resulting outcomes:
1) The functional beneficiary of the project are computer chip producers aiming to produce
the new generation chips with the aid of utilizing 7nm technology that would need
immense technical changes and advertisement of the forthcoming product.
2) The next group of stakeholders are public users who buy the next generation chips or the
computers which are running by the chips that in most cases these users are usually
enthusiastic about new electronic products.
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3) The final parties of this group are financial beneficiary companies–ASML and chief chip
producers–that the project would affect them by chain of negotiations and signing new
contracts.
-

The last group consists of those stakeholders whom barely influence the outcomes of the
project, however, they can influence new technological implementation:
1) The first member of this group are negative stakeholders or threat agents, however,
considering the fact that ASML is the world leading company operating on high tech.
semiconductors, there barely would be a competitive company as a negative stakeholder.
However, concerning section 5.3. of the project regarding renovation of the EUVL mask,
the Japanese supplier and provider of the current EUVL masks can be considered as a
threat agent or negative stakeholder.
2) Regulatory authority of the project–Electronic Components and Systems for European
Leadership–certifying the new standardization for the new tech EUVL machinery.

Figure 1 shows the socio-technical diagram which can help to digest the project from the social
point of view.

Figure 1. Socio-technical diagram of EUVL machinery for 7nm technology.
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3.8. Recyclability and Disposability
Recycling recently became a means to encounter environmental adverse effect caused by
industrial production. Importantly, recycling is an objective in the future manufacturing system
designs favoring the system with reduction disposal costs and elevated total value which is done
through obtaining raw material from wastages (Fabrycky, 2014, p. 627).
Global warming and acidic rain are the examples of adverse effects upon the environment caused
by throughput’s wastages which led to the creation of Environment Conscious Design and
Manufacture (ECDM) practices. Under ECDM paradigm disposability is considered as a significant
design-dependent parameter (Fabrycky, 2014, p. 627).
The section 5.3. of the SeNaTe project is about reconstructing the mask segment utilizing new
materials. Therefore, materials which are recyclable and disposable must be chosen to be
integrated in the new design. The choice of such materials is considered in section 5.1.4 of the
thesis as one of the important requirements.
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4. Literature Review
The integration of Extreme Ultra Violet (EUV) light source, with 13.5nm wavelength, in the recent
generation of wafer scanners was a turning point obviating the resolution obstacle (Louis, 2011).
Initially, the wafer scanners equipped with an Extreme Ultraviolet (EUV) light source with 13.5nm
wavelength was used to manufacture 14nm node technology ICs. The 13.5nm light source will be
considered for 7nm node technology scanners as well (Diebold, 2003).

Figure 2. schematic representation of an optical column in the wafer scanner.

Figure 2 visualizes the optical column of a wafer scanner consisting of a collector mirror that
projects plasma radiations into an intermediate focus to be guided onto a set of optics called
illuminator which homogenizes a resulting field irradiating a so-called reticle, or mask. The reticle
is constructed through coating of an EUV absorber material onto a multilayer and locally etching
a designated area of the absorber layer to create specific patterns (Ruoff, 2010). At the reticle that
comprises the patterns, the light is diffracted according to the grating principle. The diffracted
orders are captured and combined, via passing through the projection optics consisting of six demagnifying mirrors, to manifest the relatively resolved image field containing information of the
patterns onto a photoresist-coated wafer through exposure process and thereby producing ICs
(Louis, 2011) (Kneer, 2015). As a geometrical restriction of the wafer scanner, to separate the incident
and reflected light for projection process, the reticle has to be illuminated obliquely–near normal
incident–to avoid back-reflection towards the illuminator (Ruoff, 2010). The aerial image produced
via oblique illumination of the reticle suffers from non-telecentric illumination–telecentricity is a
property of an optical system collimating the light rays with respect to the optical axis, whereas
non-telecentricity is the opposite–therefore, it requires a significantly accurate focusing
14

treatment otherwise in a defocusing process the image field produces a disadvantageous pattern
shift error. More importantly, the oblique interaction of light with mask topology results in a
cursed phenomenon called shadowing effect (Figure 3). Intuitively, line features forming no
azimuthal angle with respect to the illumination plane (𝜓 = 0°) create no shadowing effect,
whereas in case of line features perpendicular to the plane of illumination (𝜓 = 90°) the image
suffers the maximum extent of shadowing effect. Thus, shadowing effect accounts for vertical
and horizontal features of similar width being printed with different CDs onto a wafer producing
a so-called H-V bias printing difference error (Figure 4) (Ruoff, 2010) (Wood).

Figure 3. schematic representation of the shadowing effect defined by a factor B.

The H-V bias and pattern shift through focus together with best focus shift through pitch are
recognized as the mask 3D effects (Ruoff, 2010). The increase in the number of transistors being
integrated on an IC requires a provision of an adequate resolution to produce a well-resolved
aerial image. Practically speaking, a resolution enhancement is equivalent to shrinking the critical
dimension of the printing area through; excessive off-axis irradiation geometry in order to
increase the numerical aperture (NA) at reticle from 0.33 to 0.45, reductive manipulation of k1
coefficient (Ruoff, 2010), and integrating masks demonstrating less negative 3D effects (Wood).
𝐶𝐷 = 𝑘1


𝑁𝐴(1 + 𝜎)

With 𝑘1 being a complicated coefficient influenced by several variables in the photolithography
process; the quality of the photoresist, the use of resolution enhancement techniques such as
15

phase shift masks, off-axis illumination (OAI) as well as optical proximity corrections (OPC) (Ruoff,
2010). Moreover, 𝜎 is the coherence factor of the light and  is the wavelength of light.

Figure 4. schematic representation of shadowing effect for horizontal and vertical lines.

In current reticle geometry, the higher than 0.33 the NA becomes, the larger the aerial image
degradation occurs. The NA enhancement is obtained through widening the chief ray angle (CRA)
from 6° to 9°. The widening obliquity of illumination worsens the existing mask 3D effects.
Moreover, the current multilayer mirrors barely support the widening of incidence angle on the
mask as the constructive reflection of incidence light through the artificial Bragg crystal is angular
dependent (Kneer, 2015) (Ruoff, 2010). Currently in the commercially operational reticles, the core
material is tantalum-based thickening about 50nm. A geometrical solution to reduce the mask
shadowing effect is to significantly reduce the reticle’s thickness which is possible via a
replacement of tantalum-based compounds with materials more capable of light absorption in
the range of EUV spectrum. Such materials are recognized through their higher extinction
coefficient (𝑘) at 13.5nm. Figure 5 demonstrates the materials’ optical properties based on the
real (𝛿) and imaginary (𝛽) part of their refractive indexes at 13.5nm. For a material to be
efficiently operational as an EUV light absorber, it should demonstrate high extinction coefficient
(high 𝛽). One of the main problems of potential elements which stand above tantalum in Figure
5 as a better EUV absorbers such as silver, nickel, platinum, palladium and etc. is that they are
crystalline by their nature. The crystallinity of the materials might be disadvantageous when it
comes to etching process (Wood). Another issue regarding silver is that it grows significantly rough
on silicon wafer which should be encountered by the use of an adhesive material (VJ, 2008).
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Figure 5. the imaginary part (𝛽) versus the real part of the refractive index (𝛿) for specified materials
under 13.5nm wavelength light (Louis, 2011).

In order to suppress the crystallinity, one solution is to use multilayer structure design through
depositing subsequent thin layers of materials on top of one another and their thicknesses are
optimized such that they barely reach nucleation point (Wood). The previous works show applying
the alternating layer design via physical vapor deposition (PVD) restrains the maximum crystallite
size (Wood). Interestingly, the simulation of the EUV reflectivity under 6-degree angle of incidence
for a layered structure is lower than that of the single material layer counterparts implying the
existence of a principle named destructive interference of light (Wood). Moreover, the next
practical solution is to suppress the crystallinity via introducing an impurity in a host material. In
such case the choice of proper dopant deforms the crystal lattice of the host material which in
turn suppresses the crystallization (Tewg, 2005).
Finally, to fabricate a mask blank one can think of two potential methods; less recommended
method is–as the repair process is hardly possible–the local etching of the multilayer down
towards the substrate to create dark-field exposure, and more preferable method is–makes the
defect reparation conceivable–the coating of an EUV absorber onto the multilayer and locally
etch designated area to create a pattern. The mass production of the mask blanks is operated via
a physical vapor deposition (PVD) approach so-called ion beam sputtering benefiting from the
advantage of imposing minimum number of defects throughout the process (Louis, 2011).
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5. Design Methodology
Design methodology consists of two interconnecting phenomena; design research and design
process. The design research is about iterative design improvement and answering knowledge
questions. The design process is a procedure through which the ultimate design is obtained
implementing information obtained from the design research stage.

5.1. Design Research
The iterations of answering the knowledge questions to improve the design occur multiple times
in order to achieve the ultimate flawless product. The design process consists of the followings:

5.1.1.
-

-

The Kit: EUV light absorber of the mask.
The normal operator: Extreme Ultra Violet Lithography Machinery.
The operational support: ASML.
The maintenance operator: ZEISS is responsible for repair, SUSS is responsible for
cleaning.
The functional beneficiary: integrated circuit producers.
The interfacing system: ZEISS is responsible for the manufacturing of the high-quality
multilayer mirror.
The purchaser: ASML.
The product champion: AMTC is responsible for mass production of the mask.
The financial beneficiary: AMTC, ASML, and Chip producer companies.
The developer: IMEC is software developer and also contributing in fabricating the
prototypes, the XUV group of UTwente does the fabrication of the prototypes and
metrology analyses, and IMS is responsible for technical development of the etching
process.
The consultants: IMEC is assessing imaging performance, the XUV group of UTwente is
characterizing the physical properties of the prototypes. Fraunhofer IISB is an institute
specialized in R&D in the field of integrated systems and device technology, supporting
mask development in SeNaTe project.

5.1.2.
-

The List of Stakeholders

The Stakeholders’ Goals

The Kit: the goal is to produce a high-resolution image to be projected onto a wafer.
The normal operator: the goal is to produce the 7nm node technology ICs.
The operational support: the goal is to produce scanner devices capable of producing the
7nm node technology ICs.
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-

The maintenance operator: the goal is to determine the corresponding methodology for
cleaning and repair of the EUV mask for 7nm node technology.
The functional beneficiary: the goal is to be able to produce ever faster ICs.
The interfacing system: the goal is to produce specific multilayer mirror for the EUV mask
for 7nm node technology.
The purchaser: the goal is to obtain the EUV mask for 7nm node technology.
The product champion: the goal is to execute the mass production of the real-size EUV
mask for 7nm node technology cost effectively.
The financial beneficiary: the goal is to produce the EUV mask for 7nm node technology
in real size to be implemented in new generation scanners.
The developer: the goal is to develop required software package corresponding to the
EUV mask for 7nm node technology.
The consultants: the goal is to design and fabricate prototypes addressing existing issues
in the EUV mask for 7nm node technology.

5.1.3.

Influence on the Stakeholders

Conceptually speaking, the aim of the section 5.3. of the SeNaTe project is to replace the current
reticle with the one which is compatible for 7nm node technology scanners. Therefore, the EUV
absorber mask structure necessitates a full reconstruction integrating new materials and new
designs. In this regard, the subsystems which undergo changes are as follows:
-

Multilayer mirror.
EUV absorber layer of the reticle.

Unavoidably, in order to adapt current setup to 7nm node technology, the feasibility of new
designs utilizing new materials should be proven to ASML as the coordinating stakeholder of the
SeNaTe project. ASML will be implementing the suggested changes into the new wafer scanner
machineries. As an instance, there are concerns towards a few materials, for example gold, which
are prohibited inside of the wafer scanners. AMTC is also a restraining stakeholder ordaining
safety and environmental related restrictions. In order to avoid considering prohibited materials,
a list of materials should be prepared according to the regulations. Strategically, one as a design
manager should provide the stakeholders with prototypes representing the unprecedented
designs addressing the primary objectives being confirmed through metrological and optical
evaluations. Consequently, once the prototypes are validated that they resolve the objectives,
the real samples should be produced and examined in the actual scale. At this stage, other
stakeholders should start implementing new methods to be able to interact with new materials
in their processes such as repair, cleaning and etching.
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5.1.4.

Requirements

In order to transform the previous version of wafer scanner to the forthcoming 7nm node
technology wafer scanners, the compartmental system, subsystem, and stakeholders involved in
the scanner production undergo significant alternations according to their needs and
corresponding requirements. The hierarchical needs and requirements of the SeNaTe project are
outlined as follows:
➢ Enterprise (chip producers):
- The need is to produce smaller chips according to Moore’s law.
- The requirement is to produce ICs with 7nm node technology.

➢ Business Management (ASML as an EUVL system producer):
- The need is to achieve effective resolution printing process for 7nm node technology ICs.
- The requirement is either implementing shorter wavelength light source–which is an
unstraightforward task–or enhancing the numerical aperture at reticle up to 0.45 while
sustaining the 13.5nm wavelength light source.

➢ Business Operators (stakeholders):
i)
IMEC
- The need is to obtain qualified imaging performance.
- The requirement is minimum mask 3D effects.
ii)
ASML
- The need is the usage of allowable materials in scanners with prolonged life-time.
- The requirement is to apply robust, oxidation resistive, and high vapor pressure materials.
iii)
IMS
- The need is to use materials in the mask blank structure with feasible etching process.
- The requirement is to use amorphous materials or materials with suppressed crystallinity.
iv)
AMTC
- The need for final mask blank structure is to be production worthy.
- The requirement is to produce a mask blank from materials with recyclable, environmentally
friendly, and non-hazardous characteristic through an inexpensive manufacturing process.

➢ System (mask blank)
- The need is to generate properly resolved aerial image with critical dimension of 7nm–centerto-center distance between two consecutive pitches–to be projected onto the wafer.
- The requirements are; increased numerical aperture up to 0.45, minimum shadowing effects,
minimum telecentric errors, minimum shift in best focus through pitch.
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Figure 6. the main requirements of the EUV absorptive layer for 7nm node technology.

➢ System Elements:
i)
Multilayer
- The need is to achieve maximum EUV reflectance.
- The requirements are; combining high- and low-refractive index materials with a new dspacing–creating enough optical contrast–to develop the periodic bilayer structure with
maximum reflectance at increased numerical aperture, the combination of two materials
possessing low EUV absorption, fabricating the multilayer structure with less than 0.5nm
surface and interface roughness, manufacturing the multilayer structure with less than
200MPa compressive stress, utilizing the materials with less inclination of inter-diffusion.
ii)
Capping Layer
- The need is to protect the multilayer structure throughout its operational lifetime.
- The requirements are; robustness, oxidation resistive, low EUV extinction coefficient–less
absorptive in the EUV spectral range.
iii)
EUV Absorptive Layer
- The need is to provide sufficient opacity–while reducing the height of the absorber features
of the mask– to shadow the back-reflected light from the multilayer.
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The requirements are; utilizing materials with high EUV extinction coefficient, utilizing materials
with minimum tendency of oxidation, fabricating the absorptive structure with less than 0.5nm
surface and interface roughness, manufacturing the absorptive structure with less than 200MPa
compressive stress, utilizing the materials limiting inter-diffusion which significantly applies to
the multilayer absorber, fabricating materials with minimum porosity, fabricating materials with
amorphous morphology or suppressed crystallization morphology, and employing the materials
compatible with etching, cleaning, and repair processes (Figure 6).

5.2. Design Process
The design process consists of three dimensions; problem solving, system architecture, and
management. The problem-solving dimension consists of two main conceptual cycles; design
cycle and engineering cycle. The design process of the section 5.3. of the SeNaTe project enters
to the design cycle via problem-solving dimension which consists of three phases; problem
investigation, treatment design, and treatment validation. Thereafter, the design process enters
to the engineering cycle composed of four phases; treatment implementation, treatment
evaluation, treatment design, and treatment validation.

5.2.1.

Problem Solving Dimension

5.2.1.1. Design Cycle
The first cycle of the problem-solving dimension of the section 5.3. of the SeNaTe project is design
cycle. This part of the design process concerns provision of technical solutions to the
corresponding problem.

5.2.1.1.1. Problem Investigation Phase
According to the section 5.1.4 of the thesis the numerical aperture (NA) at mask has to be
increased. The elevated NA worsens the extent of the mask 3D effects, should the current
tantalum-based reticles be used in the next generation scanners:
-

The shadowing effect is worsened which leads to signifying the extent of the H-V bias printing
errors.
The non-telecentric errors are magnified which in turn causes the worsening of the pattern
shift errors.
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5.2.1.1.2. Treatment Design
The second phase of the design cycle encourages the proposition of solution(s) addressing the
problems in the previous phase. In order to suppress the mask 3D effects, the geometrical
encountering solution is to reduce the height of the EUV absorptive features. Accordingly, new
materials and designs should be considered. The usage of new materials can give raise to a
potential problem which is inhomogeneity of the etching process of the EUV absorptive features
due to crystallization. Therefore, corresponding treatments were suggested:
-

-

-

-

Treatment one; application of the single material thin film design from the materials with
extinction coefficient higher than that of tantalum (Figure 5), in order to maintain or even
elevate the extent of EUV absorption at reduced-height absorber features.
Treatment two; implementing a fundamentally new structural design such as multilayer
absorber capable of suppressing the residual reflectance and crystallinity simultaneously.
Treatment three; machinate an essentially new architectural design such as doped thin layer
of high EUV absorber to enhance the extent of EUV absorption and suppress the
crystallization simultaneously.
Treatment four; implementing a design in which the absorber material is buried inside of a
multilayer mirror. The buried absorber design addresses the shadowing effect and pattern
shift errors.
Treatment five; introducing phase shift design inside of the multilayer mirror to mitigate
shadowing effect and pattern shift errors.

5.2.1.1.3. Treatment Validation
The third phase of the design cycle is about evaluating the listed treatment designs in the
previous phase certifying whether the treatment designs are practically feasible and effective.
The feasibility of the treatment designs is benchmarked according to section 5.1.4. of the thesis
which explained the fundamental requirements of the section 5.3. of the SeNaTe project. In the
first stage of this phase, materials possessing high extinction coefficient are evaluated by the
business operators whether such materials are eligible to be integrated as a core counterpart to
replace the tantalum-based absorber in the reticles. The evaluation is done according to a
number of considerations:
-

Availability of the fabrication process at University of Twente.
Availability of the fabrication process at IMEC.
Allowability of the material into ASML scanners.
Allowability of the material according to AMTC.
Optical performance simulation according to Fraunhofer IISB.
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Table 1 summarizes the resulting evaluations on potential materials opted from Figure 5.
Element Process at UT
Al
YES
Ag
YES
Te
YES
Pt
YES
Co
NO
Ni
YES
Cd
NO
Sb
YES
Zn
NO
Au
NO
In
NO
Fe
YES
Bi
NO
Pb
YES

Process at IMEC
YES
NO
NO
NO
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
NO
NO
YES
NO
YES

ASML
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

AMTC
YES
YES
NO
NO
NO
YES
YES
NO
NO
NO
NO
YES
NO
NO

Fraunhofer
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
NO
NO
YES
YES
YES

Decision
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

Table 1. representation of material selection process according to stakeholders’ evaluations.

In the second stage of this phase, the suggested designs in the previous section is evaluated by
the remaining business operators; IMS, ZEISS and SUSS, whether such designs are compatible
with their processes. The evaluation is done according to a number of considerations:
-

Compatibility with etching processes at IMS.
Compatibility with repair processes at ZEISS.
Compatibility with cleaning processes at SUSS.

Table 2 summarizes the resulting evaluations on the suggested designs.
Treatment No.
One
Two
Three
Four
Five

IMS
Possible
Possible
Possible
Difficult
Difficult

ZEISS
Possible
Possible
Possible
Difficult
Difficult

SUSS
Possible
Possible
Possible
Difficult
Difficult

Total
YES
YES
YES
NO
NO

Table 2. representation of design selection process according to expert stakeholders’ evaluations.

Nickel, silver and tellurium were chosen to be integrated in the treatment one. Initially, IMEC and
Fraunhofer executed sophisticated imaging simulations as well specifying the optimal thicknesses
for single material thin film of nickel, silver and tellurium. With the help of IMD software package,
the reflectivity spectrums of the single material thin film of nickel, silver and tellurium in the EUV
range under 6 degree of illumination were simulated and the results are discussed in section 6.5.
The thickness specification for the suggested EUV absorber alternatives are as follows:
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-

Alternative one; 33nm single thin film of nickel.
Alternative two; 28nm single thin film of silver.
Alternative three; 32nm single thin film of tellurium.

5.2.1.2. Engineering Cycle
The second cycle of the problem-solving dimension of the section 5.3. of the SeNaTe project is
engineering cycle. This part of the design process concerns the implementation of the treatment
designs provided in the design cycle.

5.2.1.2.1. Treatment Implementation
The first phase of the engineering cycle is about implementing the evaluated alternatives
introduced in the design cycle. In this regard, the suggested alternatives were fabricated through
magnetron sputtering method.

5.2.1.2.2. Treatment Evaluation
In the second phase of the engineering cycle the three suggested alternatives were evaluated
through metrological analyses. The resulting nickel samples showed that nickel grows as a
polycrystalline thin layer. Moreover, the resulting silver sample showed significant surface
roughness as well as that it grows polycrystalline. Metrological investigation of tellurium sample
showed, apart from being polycrystalline, it significantly oxidizes which in turn lowers its EUV
absorptive characteristics. In all three alternatives crystallization was the mutual drawback which
concerns etching process.

5.2.1.2.3. Treatment Design
The third phase of the engineering cycle is dedicated to the proposition of solutions encountering
the practical issues discussed in the previous phase. According to evaluation phase, the tellurium
thin film sample was aggressively oxidized, therefore, it was decided not to proceed with
tellurium. With the aid of multilayer design, silver can grow smooth using a secondary material
as an adhesive platform. Moreover, the multilayer design is capable of controlling the
crystallization as well as suppressing the residual light reflectance. The doped thin film design is
useful in case of nickel to suppress the crystallization without posing significant adverse effect on
its EUV absorptivity. In this regard the new treatment designs are suggested:
-

Alternative four; introducing ruthenium as a dopant into the nickel thin film. Ruthenium
atoms are large which can defectively affect the nickel crystallite lattice and suppress the
crystallization.
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-

-

-

Alternative five; introducing tantalum as a dopant into the nickel thin film. Tantalum atoms
also presumed to have similar effect on the nickel crystal lattice and suppress the
crystallization.
Alternative six; introducing boron as a dopant into the nickel thin film. Boron atoms are small
comparing to nickel; therefore, they are capable of filling interstitial vacancies and suppress
the crystallization.
Alternative seven; combination of silver and adhesive materials to make a binary multilayer
absorber. Germanium is a suitable adhesive material to reduce the silver surface roughness.
The design also is capable of suppressively controlling the residual reflectance as well as
crystallization.

5.2.1.2.4. Treatment Validation
The proposed treatment designs were fabricated. The treatment validation was done through
performing metrological analyses. The X-ray diffraction analysis showed that the alternatives four
and five failed to suppress the crystallization; therefore, no further developments on these two
designs were pursued. Accordingly, the proceeding designs are the alternatives six and seven.
The pure nickel thin film prototypes were fabricated with different thicknesses in order to be
shipped to Physikalisch Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) for optical constants extraction.

5.2.2.

System Architecture Dimension

The system architecture dimension tries to investigate the section 5.3 of the SeNaTe project from
three different perspectives; social system architecture, software system architecture, and
physical system architecture.

5.2.2.1. Social System Architecture
The social system architecture concerns those stakeholders whom are influenced by the
outcoming performance of the prototypes from their perspective. The detailed explanation is
discussed in section 3.7.

5.2.2.2. Software System Architecture
The benchmarking factor for designing an EUV absorber layer is to demonstrate the minimum
reflectivity in the range of EUV. Moreover, the experimental XRR data should be fitted with the
grazing incidence X-ray reflectivity simulation in order to evaluate the physical characteristics of
the absorber layer. The IMD software package was used in this regard to help the design process
of the section 5.3. of the SeNaTe project.
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5.2.2.3. Physical System Architecture
Physical system architecture of the section 5.3. of the SeNaTe project concerns the individual
segments of a new generation reticle:
-

Bragg’s multilayer mirror.
Capping layer.
EUV absorber segment.

5.2.3.

Management

Last dimension of the design process is the management composed of two phases; planning and
risk management.

5.2.3.1. Planning
The activities which must be planned for the section 5.3 of the SeNaTe project are as follows:
-

Planning the schedule to participate in monthly telco conferences involving exchanging the
ideas of other stakeholders.
Prepare a conclusive list of materials representing potential candidates operating as EUV
absorbers in mask architecture.
Prepare the conclusive list of the preferred architectures.
Simulate the optical and imaging performance of the potential materials designated to the
specified architecture.
Quotation and ordering the magnetron targets.
Planning and booking the coating repository, ADC setup, for fabrication.
Execute the crucial calibration processes.
Fabricating the prototypes.
Metrology analysis of the prototypes.
Evaluate the metrological analysis.
Sending interesting prototypes to PTB in order to extract the optical constants. Also send the
samples to other stakeholders for their further experimental investigations.

5.2.3.2. Risk Management
The risk management concerns the event in which the integrated material into an alternative
design is invalidated by the stakeholders as a result of operational restrictions. Therefore,
alternative materials should replace the rejected ones. Advisably, stakeholders should be asked
to conduct initial operational tests on the listed materials in order to investigate the feasibility of
processing such materials.
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6. Development Phase
6.1. Conceptual Designs
As it was mentioned in section 5.2.1.2.4 of the thesis, the main proceeding designs will be the
doped nickel thin layer and the silver-germanium multilayer.

6.1.1.

Multilayer Structure as an EUV Absorber Layer

This design aims to replace tantalum-based absorber with multilayer absorber. The multilayer
design favors a combination of silver as a highest EUV absorber with an adhesive material–
germanium or chromium–to create a sequential bilayer periodical structure on top of a Mo-Si
multilayer coated with Ru as a capping layer. The reason to opt germanium (VJ, 2008) is that it is a
suitable wetting material for silver to grow smooth. Another advantage of multilayer design is
that the thickness of each layer can be tweaked such that the material will not reach its
nucleation point to form crystals. The other beneficial aspect of the multilayer absorber design
is to suppress the residual reflectance from the absorber features implying the anti-reflection
concept.

6.1.2.

Doped Thin Film as an EUV Absorber Layer

This design will be implemented through fabricating a prototype comprised of thin layer of nickel
being contaminated with boron as a dopant. The aim is to suppress the crystallinity of nickel
through doping it with boron functioning as a defective element to disrupt nickel crystal lattice
while still operating at optimum EUV absorption capacity.

6.2. Magnetron Sputtering Set-up
Sputtering is a process in which materials are removed from a target surface as a result of
momentum transfer between accelerated particles and surface. The surface bombardment is
initiated through discharging argon gas at low pressure between two electrodes in a confined
vacuum chamber. The argon is discharged via creating a potential difference between two
electrodes producing ionized argon particles and electrons. The initial ionization occurs on a small
population of atoms through processes such as cosmic rays, thermionic emission, and collision
between particles. As a result of generated electric field between two electrodes, electrons are
accelerated towards cathode and argon ions accelerated towards anode and thus electric current
is produced. The negatively induced electrode (cathode) is bombarded with positive gaseous ions
(argon ions) produced in plasma. When a target surface is hit by an ion, few phenomena occur;
-

Ion is neutralized and reflected after collision with the surface creating ion scattering
phenomena.
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-

Electrons are ejected from the target as result of being bombarded by ions creating secondary
electrons.
Penetration of ions into target creating ion implantation.
Structurally changes in target as a result of creation of vacancies and interstitial defects or
major lattice defects.
Creating a series of collisions of target atoms in which one of the atoms is ejected leading to
the phenomena called sputtering.

According to the section four of the thesis, the fabrication method for reticles in the real scale is
ion beam sputtering along with additional argon ion bombardment to densify deposited layers
during fabrication. However, the choice of fabrication method for the section 5.3 of the SeNaTe
project was the magnetron sputtering which was available at XUV group. The reason to fabricate
reticles by ion beam sputtering is that it minimizes the presence of defects as the particle
production process is absent in the ion beam sputtering. The defect-free reticles are
commercially crucial, however, such concern regarding the section 5.3 of the SeNaTe project is
minor since the work is at the proof of concept level. The other reason to use magnetron
sputtering is about energy of the particles which is sufficient to fabricate a densify prototypes
without the additional ion treatment method. The sputtering system used for the section 5.3 of
the SeNaTe project at XUV focus group consists of a few components; chamber, vacuum system,
substrate holders, targets.

6.3. Metrology Analysis Methods
The quantifying factors to examine the prototypes functionality in terms of meeting defined
requirements explained in section 5.1.4 of the thesis are; surface roughness which was
investigated through AFM, the extent of oxidation which was examined via XPS, the
crystallization which was studied with XRD, the physical characteristics of the absorber layer
which was probed with the aid of XRR, and the stress which was measured using WLI.

6.3.1.

X-Ray Diffraction (XRD)

Each solid-state substance forms a unique crystalline structure producing corresponding
diffraction pattern under X-ray exposure that is useful to analyze the atomic and microstructural
characteristics of the specimen. Every peak in the X-ray diffraction pattern relates to the specular
scattering from a group of periodically arranged atoms such that they produce a set of parallel
planes. Each parallel plane is explained via specific set of numbers called Miller indices (hkl). The
position of each peak in the diffraction pattern represents interplanar distances postulated by
Bragg’s law.
𝜆 = 2𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙 sin 𝜃
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Bragg’s law defines the relationship of a diffraction angle and a distance of subsequent
periodically aligned atomic planes (dhkl).

Figure 7. schematic representation of an X-ray diffractometer setup.

The structural atomic factor of existing elements in a specimen along with their positions in a
crystal structure affect the intensity of the corresponding peaks in diffraction pattern.
𝐼ℎ𝑘𝑙 ∝ |𝐹ℎ𝑘𝑙 |2
Moreover, the width and shape of the peaks are caused by instrumental and microstructural
factors. The available X-ray diffractometer setup at XUV focus group performs with 1.4506 Å
wavelength to study the crystallinity of the prototypes. Figure 7 shows the schematic
representation of the X-ray diffractometer. The angle between source and sample is called
incident angle, ω and it is half of the detector angle, 2θ, which is the angle between incident
beam and the detector.

6.3.2.

X-Ray Reflectometry (XRR)

The X-ray reflectometry (XRR) method analyzes the intensity of X-ray reflection of a thin layer or
a multilayer structure. The method uses grazing incident illuminating condition with hard X-ray
beam in order to produce XRR pattern. From the pattern a number of physical properties can be
determined; thickness, electron density, and surface and interface roughness. The refractive
index of all materials for X-ray is less than one which means in the event of illuminating a surface
of a material with X-ray beam at grazing angle lower than the critical angle (𝛼 c), partial external
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reflection occurs. The penetration depth of X-ray in the external reflection is a few tens of
angstroms which in turn makes it possible to study the thin film structures thickening about few
tens of angstroms. According to Bragg’s law, the constructive interference happens between Xrays reflected from the surface of the thin film and from the interface of thin film and substrate.
The superposition of the X-rays while alternating the angle of incidence is the origin of XRR
oscillatory fringes which are called Kiessing fringes. The period of the fringes corresponds to the
thickness of the film at high angles, that means, the thicker the thickness of the film is, the shorter
the period of the oscillations become. Moreover, the amplitudes of the oscillations represent the
contrast of electron density between thin film and the subsequent layer underneath it, that
means, the larger the density difference is, the higher the amplitude of the oscillation becomes.
The critical angle is the angle approximately around a point in the XRR pattern where the profile
starts to curve down for the first time. The critical angle value is proportional to electron density
of the surface of a film which means the larger the electron density of the surface of the film is,
the higher the critical angle becomes. The rate at which the XRR curve decays depends heavily
on the surface roughness of the film meaning the larger the surface roughness of a film is, the
faster is the rate at which XRR curve decays.

Figure 8. the schematic representation of an XRR curve corresponding to a nickel thin layer. The
electron density profile (up right) obtained from fitting the experimental data with simulated data with
a MATLAB code provided at XUV focus group.
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Additionally, the larger the interface roughness is, the lower the amplitude of the oscillations
become. The interface roughness can be explained either as oscillatory density distributions at
the interface boundaries or diffusing material from one layer to the layer underneath it which in
both cases cause a gradual change in electron density towards the thickness direction. Figure 8
represents the schematic representation of XRR curve for a nickel thin film. There is a MATLAB
code written and developed in the XUV focus group capable of fitting the experimental curve
with simulated XRR curve to extract a corresponding electron density profile of the sample
(Figure 8 up right). The electron density profile is effective to understand the layer structure
characteristics such as surface and interface roughness, gradual interlayer diffusion, thickness,
and total density of the film.

6.3.3.

X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)

In general, XPS is a surface sensitive method. It uses X-ray photons with specific energy to excite
atoms in the proximity of the surface of a sample into one of their core excited electronic states.
The core electrons in solid-state materials are quantized, that means, one can see in the energy
spectra the exhibition of resonance peaks which implies the existence of specific atomic species
at the proximity of the surface. Moreover, the chemical matrix encompasses an atomic specie
induces observable energy shifts to the corresponding peaks. The XPS measurements were done
in terms of; angular resolved XPS (ARXPS) and depth profile XPS. The angular resolved XPS can
characterize an ultra-thin film in the bulk direction without performing the sputtering. Therefore,
ARXPS can be considered as a non-destructive method, that means it can probe chemical
compounds in thicknesses up to 10nm under a surface without suffering from destructive effects
of depth sputtering. However, in order to understand the chemical composition of a thin film
thicker than 10nm, one should use the depth profile XPS. The depth profile XPS is obtained
through performing a sequence of etching cycles by ion gun and XPS processes. In each iterative
cycle the etching process produces a new surface and the following XPS process on that surface
provides information on the chemistry of that surface. Eventually, the sequential processes
provide the chemical depth profile of the sample.

6.3.4.

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)

Atomic force microscopy mainly functions based on the conceptual principle of interatomic
forces. It measures the interatomic forces between a piece called tip and atomic species at the
surface of a sample. The tip geometrically shapes like a conical feature which its apex is
comparable to atomic dimensions and it attaches from its base to a loose end of a fragment called
cantilever. The atomic species on the surface of the sample reflect interatomic forces on the tip
atoms as a repulsive or an attractive interaction which in turn influences the cantilever to bend
positively or negatively. The extent of bending of the cantilever is measured by detecting backreflection of a laser beam from the cantilever. In order to analyze the roughness of the prototypes
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in the section 5.3 of the SeNaTe project the AFM was used in a condition called tapping mode.
Tapping mode can be explained using two physical concepts; while the tip is at large distances
from the surface, the interaction between the tip and the surface is Van der Waals force or
capillary force. On the other hand, when the tip is at a close proximity of the surface, the
interactions between the tip and the surface is Pauli Exclusion Principle forces. The advantage of
using AFM in the tapping mode is that it avoids significant damage on the surface of the sample
due to shear force. Therefore, it can be considered as a non-destructive method. Other general
benefits of using AFM are; possibility of imaging the non-conductive surfaces, no sample
preparation is needed, and it is the method which is working at ambient environment.

6.3.5.

White Light Interferometry (WLI)

White light interferometry (WLI) is an optical tool which was used to study the residual stress of
the samples. The working principle is based on splitting a white light beam into two beams one
of which irradiates a mirror and the other one irradiates the sample. The back-reflection of the
first beam from the mirror creates a reference beam and the back-reflection of the latter beam
creates a test beam. Both beams encounter at the splitter mirror and interfere with each other.
Topologically, the surface of the sample and the mirror are different, therefore, the interaction
of the test and reference beams leads to the constructive and destructive light interference
producing the optical fringes. The utility of WLI fringes represents itself in probing the surface of
the prototypes to measure the induced curvature of the coated layer on the substrate. From the
curvature the residual stress can be calculated using Stoney formula.

6.4. Process development of the conceptual designs
The fabrication is done through the magnetron sputtering setup available at XUV focus group
using corresponding metal target. The standard 525µ thick silicon pieces were used as underlying
substrates for the fabrication of the prototypes. The reason for using 525µ substrates is it makes
the characterization of the thin film easier comparing to that of silicon-molybdenum multilayer
substrates; however, in case of the optical constants’ extraction, silicon-molybdenum multilayer
substrates were used as well. In case of stress measurement, the 150µ thick silicon pieces were
used as they are more sensitive to curvature transformations induced by stress. The nickel thin
film prototypes are mainly fabricated for optical constant extraction at PTB, however, the
conceptual designs are Ag-Ge multilayer absorber and nickel doped thin layer.
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6.4.1.

Fabrication process of single material thin film

Nickel target necessitates to be calibrated which is done through depositing a thin layer of nickel
under a specified time and sputtering parameters. Thereafter, the thin layer is analyzed with XRR
to measure the thickness in order to calculate the corresponding depo-rate of the nickel target.
In case of additional layer of ruthenium as a capping layer, the same procedure is done for
ruthenium target. The next step is to prepare a recipe for the main fabrication process specifying
the layer thicknesses of nickel and ruthenium considering the depo-rate of each target.

6.4.2.

Fabrication process of multilayer structure

Silver and germanium targets necessitate to be calibrated. Individually, two calibration processes
were performed. In each calibration four bilayer period of silver and germanium were fabricated
keeping the thickness of one target constant while alternating the thickness of the other one.
After deposition the X-ray reflectometry is performed on both calibrating samples and are fitted
with the calculated Bragg’s fringes to extract a few crucial parameters such as gamma ratio which
represents the extent of each material contributing to form a period, compaction factor which
accounts for the difference between an as deposited and a measured thickness with XRR, and
finally a relative depo-rate of the alternating material in the calibration. The next step is to
prepare a recipe for the main fabrication process implementing the obtained parameters from
calibration processes.

6.4.3.

Fabrication process of doped thin film

The boron target necessitates to be calibrated which is done through depositing a thin layer of
boron under specified time and sputtering parameters. Thereafter, the thin layer is analyzed with
XRR to measure the thickness to calculate the corresponding depo-rate of the boron target. The
alignment of the targets in the vacuum chamber of magnetron sputtering setup needs to be
optimized for deposition of two targets simultaneously. The alignment is such that one of the
magnetrons containing a boron target as a dopant material is located with a distance away from
the center point of the vacuum chamber while the magneton holding nickel target as a host
material is located at the center of the vacuum chamber. The next step is to prepare a recipe for
the main fabrication processes defining the layer thicknesses of nickel–30nm. The concentration
of boron in each prototype is defined as a percentage of nickel thickness to be alternated from 5
to 50 percent.
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6.5. Evaluation of the designs
The optical evaluations of the conceptual designs have been done through simulations at XUV
focus group, IMEC and Fraunhofer. The simulations which were done at XUV focus group will be
discussed in the thesis. The IMD software package was used to simulate the reflectivity of the
absorber layer in the range of EUV under 6-degree angle of illumination. The normalized
benchmark for EUV reflectivity is required to be less than 0.5 percent.

6.5.1.

Thin film layer of tantalum

Approximately 50nm thick Tantalum-based absorbers are currently used as an EUV absorber
layer in the reticles. Therefore, the EUV reflectivity of 55nm thick tantalum layer on top of siliconmolybdenum multilayer with 2nm ruthenium as a capping layer is simulated resembling the
absorber layer in the current EUV masks as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. simulated reflectivity of a 55nm tantalum layer under 6-degree angle of incidence for EUV
spectral range.

6.5.2.

Thin film layer of nickel

According to imaging simulations done by IMEC and Fraunhofer about 30nm thick nickel thin film
accounts for promising imaging performance. Therefore, the EUV reflectivity of the nickel thin
film under 6-degree incident angle was simulated to define the more accurate thickness for nickel
thin film. In this regard, the base substrate for the simulation was considered to be a siliconmolybdenum multilayer with 2nm ruthenium. The nickel thickness was alternating parameter in
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the simulation to reach the minimum reflectivity in the EUV range. Figure 10 shows that the
normalized minimum EUV reflectivity of 0.2 percent was reached with 33nm thick nickel layer.

Figure 10. the simulated reflectivity of a 33nm nickel layer under 6-degree angle of incidence for EUV
spectral range.

6.5.3.

Multilayer structure of germanium and silver

Silver thin layer as an EUV absorber structure was studied by IMEC and Fraunhofer as well. Their
simulations implied that about 28nm thick silver thin layer accounts for promising imaging
performance. However, silver thin film grows with significant surface roughness which makes it
practically impossible option to be used as an EUV absorber layer. Therefore, it was suggested to
pursue the germanium-silver multilayer structure instead of silver thin film. The reasons were;
germanium is a suitable wetting material for silver to grow smooth, the crystallization can be
controlled, and the antireflection concept can be applied to suppress the residual reflectance. In
this regard, the structure of Ge-Ag multilayer was simulated using Si-Mo multilayer substrate
coated with 2nm Ru as a capping layer. There were multiple parameters that needed to be
alternated and optimized; gamma ratio representing contribution of each material in a period,
the thickness of a period, and the number of the periods. These parameters are crucial to reach
a minimum reflectivity in the EUV range. Figure 11 represents the resulting simulated Ge-Ag
multilayer absorber reaching the normalized EUV reflectivity of zero percent. The gamma ratio
was 0.61, the thickness of a period was 6.5nm, and the number period was designed to be four.
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Figure 11. simulated reflectivity of a designed Ge-Ag multilayer absorber layer under 6-degree angle of
incidence for EUV spectral range.

6.5.4.

Thin film layer of nickel doped with boron

The crystallinity of nickel might concern etching process. Therefore, it was suggested to suppress
the crystallinity through doping a nickel thin film with boron. In this regard, the reflectivity
performance of the doped nickel thin film was simulated with IMD specifying siliconmolybdenum multilayer coated with 2nm ruthenium as a substrate. The thickness of the doped
nickel thin film was considered to be 33nm similar to that of pure nickel thin film. However, the
alternating parameter to reach minimum reflectivity was the concentration of boron. The
simulations were based on two extreme scenarios; the compositions of the nickel thin film doped
with boron considered to be either Ni2B or NiB2. Although, in order to maintain the maximum
EUV absorptivity performance, it is needed to avoid the formation of nickel-boron compound;
however, two extreme cases were simulated to stablish a general insight on the EUV reflectivity
performance of samples composed of nickel and boron. The EUV reflectivity under 6-degree
angle of illumination for Ni2B and NiB2 are shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13 respectively. The
normalized reflectivity shown in Figure 12 exhibits a 0.5 percent minimum reflectance in the EUV
range. According to simulation shown in section 6.5.1 of the thesis the minimum reflectivity of
the 55nm tantalum is comparable to that of Ni2B, however, at the reduced height of about 33nm.
Therefore, Ni2B thin layer can be considered as a potential candidate for EUV absorber layer. The
XRD analysis will be discussed in section 7.1.2.4 of the thesis.
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Figure 12. simulated reflectivity of a designed Ni2B layer under 6-degree angle of incidence for EUV
spectral range.

The normalized EUV reflectivity of 33nm thick NiB2 layer is shown in Figure 13. Accordingly, the
EUV reflectivity reaches the minimum of about 1.5 percent which is worse than that of 55nm
thick tantalum layer.

Figure 13. simulated reflectivity of a designed NiB2 layer under 6-degree angle of incidence for EUV
spectral range.
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7. Design Deliverable
7.1. Prototype Description
7.1.1.

Nickel Thin Film

Four nickel prototype structures were fabricated. Ni layers of 10, 25 and 40nm were directly
deposited onto 0.525mm c-Si wafer pieces, in order to extract the optical constants of Ni at the
optics beam line at PTB. A fourth prototype consisted of a 25nm Ni layer deposited onto a Ru
buffer layer on a c-Si substrate, in order to investigate the effect of a Ru buffer layer on the
growth and resulting structural parameters of the Ni layer. Such information is useful for PTB in
order to extract the optical constant of nickel thin film with additional ruthenium layer which is
the resemblance of the actual reticle structure. While the results obtained at PTB confirm that Ni
has favorable optical properties, the focus of the work described here is the structural validation
of these nickel prototypes. All four prototypes underwent a few metrological analyses to
investigate their physical characteristics which in turn helps the evaluation of the prototypes
according to the corresponding requirements.

7.1.1.1. AFM Analysis
The AFM analyses were done to assess the morphology of the surface of the prototypes. The
AFM analyses provided information regarding surface roughness. As one of the requirements
provided in the section 5.1.4 of the thesis, the surface roughness is required to be about 0.5nm
for EUV absorber mask. The roughness of the samples is investigated according to the root mean
square (RMS) and line profile. Figure 14 shows the AFM image of the 10nm nickel thin film
prototype and its corresponding line profile. The RMS value in 10nm nickel thin film prototype is
0.26nm.

Figure 14. the AFM image of the 10nm nickel sample (left), and the corresponding line profile of the
sample (right).

Figure 15 demonstrates the AFM image of the 25nm nickel thin film prototype and the
corresponding line profile. The RMS value in the 25nm nickel thin film prototype is 0.25nm. The
RMS value of the 25nm nickel thin film prototype shows insignificant change comparing to that
of 10nm nickel thin film prototype which is important for extracting optical constant by PTB.
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Figure 15. the AFM image of the 25nm nickel sample (left), the corresponding line profile of the sample
(right).

The AFM image of the 40nm nickel thin film prototype and its corresponding line profile are
demonstrated in Figure 16. The 40nm nickel thin film prototype accounts for an RMS value of
0.31nm. The RMS value of the 40nm nickel thin film prototype represents an increase comparing
to that of 10nm and 25nm nickel thin film prototypes. The additional roughness is influential
factor for optical constant extraction.

Figure 16. the AFM image of the 40nm nickel sample (left), the corresponding line profile of the sample
(right).

The AFM image of the 25nm nickel thin film with additional ruthenium layer with its line profile
are shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17. the AFM image of the sample composed of 25nm nickel on top of 2nm ruthenium (left), the
corresponding line profile of the sample (right).

The RMS value of the 25nm nickel thin film prototype with additional 2nm ruthenium layer is
0.26nm. In comparison to the 25nm nickel thin film prototype without ruthenium layer, the one
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with ruthenium layer shows similar RMS value which is useful for PTB that additional ruthenium
layer affect the surface roughness insignificantly. The RMS values of the prototypes are
acceptable in terms of roughness requirements. The corresponding line profiles of all four
prototypes show randomly distributed height occurrence in the prototype which accounts for
smooth surface.

7.1.1.2. XPS Analysis
The XPS analyses have been done in terms of ARXPS and surface XPS. Additionally, in case of the
10nm thick nickel sample the depth profile XPS was perform. The ARXPS and XPS survey from the
surface of the prototypes showed relatively similar chemical compositions; nickel, oxygen and
carbon. The depth profile of the 10nm thick nickel sample is demonstrated in Figure 18. The
depth profile is a sequence of etching the sample and performing XPS measurement. The etching
was done using 0.5 kilo-electron volt. The profile shows decreasing atomic concentrations of
carbon and oxygen along with increasing concentration of nickel. The nickel and oxygen account
for nickel oxide predicted to be about 1.5nm thick which was important for analysis at PTB
knowing such nickel oxide layer exist while extracting the optical constant of the nickel thin film
prototypes. Then the nickel concentration is at 100 percent for a period of 400 seconds which is
proportional to etching of about 10nm thick pure nickel. The concentration of the nickel starts to
decrease after 500 seconds, and the concentration of the silicon and oxygen starts to increase
which implies the existence of a silicon oxide layer and it is important for PTB as it can affect the
extraction of the nickel thin film prototypes. The increasing concentration of silicon after 800
seconds represents the etching of the silicon substrate.

Figure 18. the depth profile of the 10nm nickel thin film prototype.

The amount of oxidation in the prototypes is acceptable in terms of the requirement regarding
the stability of the nickel as a potential candidate to be EUV absorber.
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7.1.1.3. XRR Analysis
The XRR patterns of the prototypes were analyzed utilizing two software packages; IMD and a
MATLAB code developed at XUV Focus group. The XRR patterns were initially fitted with IMD to
extract the density and thickness of each prototype. The corresponding densities and thicknesses
were used in the MATLAB code with a sophisticated algorithm capable of accurately fit the XRR
data and extract the corresponding electron density profiles. The quality of the resulting fits is
demonstrated in Appendix A. Figure 19 shows a comparative demonstration of the resulting
electron density profiles for three nickel prototypes; 10, 25 and 40nm.

Figure 19. the comparative electron density profiles of three nickel samples; 10nm (red), 25nm (blue)
and 40nm (green).

The comparison of the depth profile XPS of the 10nm nickel sample with the electron density
profile from fitting the XRR curve implies the consistency of both analysis with each other. The
density profiles suggest all three prototypes grow with similar nickel density with insignificant
changes in nickel oxide and silicon oxide layers. Although the similarity in profile might also
suggest that surface roughness is comparable in these prototypes, it should be noted that the
accuracy of roughness determination by XRR is not as high as that of AFM. The similarities in
profiles are important for PTB to simplify their fitting model to extract the optical constants of
nickel thin film prototypes.
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Figure 20 shows a comparative demonstration of the resulting electron density profiles for two
nickel prototypes; 25nm nickel with and without 2.5nm ruthenium layer.

Figure 20. the comparative electron density profiles of two nickel samples; 25nm thick nickel samples
one with 2nm ruthenium layer (red) and the one without (blue).

Comparing the density profiles of a 25nm Ni layer deposited with and without Ru buffer layer
suggests that the additional Ru layer has no effect on nickel density. The nickel oxide layer is
similar in both prototypes.

7.1.1.4. XRD Analysis
Table 3 demonstrates the literature spectral information of the nickel XRD spectrum.
𝑁𝑜.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

ℎ
1
2
2
3
2
4
3
4

𝑘
1
0
2
1
2
0
3
2

𝑙
1
0
0
1
2
0
1
0

𝐷[Å]
2.034
1.762
1.246
1.0624
1.0172
0.881
0.8084
0.788

2𝜃[𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒]
44.508
51.847
76.372
92.947
98.449
121.936
144.679
155.666

𝐼[%]
100
42
21
20
7
4
14
15

Table 3. the corresponding crystallographic values of nickel from the literature.

The XRD analysis is done on all four nickel samples in order to study the extent of crystallization
of the prototypes. The corresponding XRD spectrums of the 10, 25 and 40nm thick nickel thin
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film prototypes are demonstrated in Figure 21 on the left. The comparative XRD spectrums of
the 25nm thick nickel sample on a silicon wafer and the 25nm thick nickel sample with additional
2nm ruthenium on a silicon wafer is exhibited in the Figure 21 on the right.

Figure 21. the comparative XRD spectrums of the 10, 25 and 40nm nickel prototypes (left), the
comparative XRD spectrums of the 25nm nickel prototypes with and without 2nm ruthenium layer
(right)

The spectrums are obtained through fixing the omega angle at 2 degree and letting the detector
to rotate up to 150 degree. The comparison of the 25nm Ni thin film prototypes with and without
Ru buffer layer shows the additional Ru layer affects the nickel crystallization insignificantly which
means Ni grows onto a Ru buffer layer with a similar structure as directly grown onto a c-Si
substrate. The peak intensities are originated from the crystal size and number of the grains.
Accordingly, the 10nm and 25nm Ni prototypes along with 25nm Ni prototype with additional Ru
layer show insignificant differences in their peak intensities implying the crystal size and number
of grains are likely to be comparable in these three prototypes. However, the 40nm Ni prototype
shows significant change in peak intensities which could be as a result of crystal size enlargement
or increase in the number of grains or both. The main observation from the XRD patterns suggests
all four prototypes have randomly oriented poly-crystalline structures. The crystal sizes were
determined via Scherrer’s equation for the [1 1 1] diffraction peak. The [1 1 1] planes are
observed at low 2θ angle, 44.5°, implicating that the orientation of these planes are almost
parallel to the film surface. Therefore, the crystal size can be measured in the direction of film
growth. Accordingly, the measured crystal sizes for 10nm, 25nm and 40 Ni prototypes were 9nm,
10nm and 11nm respectively. The crystal sizes with [1 1 1] orientation in all four prototypes were
actually in the order of their nickel layer thicknesses which could be disadvantageous for the
etching process.
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7.1.2.

Doped Nickel Thin Film Prototype

Next set of prototypes are composed of nickel thin films doped with different aimed
concentrations of boron to study the suppression of nickel crystallization along with the
systematic change in other physical properties of the prototypes. The doped nickel films are
fabricated on 2nm thick ruthenium films on top of two different silicon substrates; 150 and 525µ.
The prototypes on 150µ were fabricated to study the residual stress while samples on 525µ were
used for XRR, XRD, AFM and XPS analyses. The alternation of aimed boron composition in nickel
prototypes are from zero to fifty percent.

7.1.2.1. AFM Analysis
As one of the requirements provided in the section 5.1.4 of the thesis, the surface roughness is
required to be about 0.5nm for EUV absorber mask. Therefore, the effect of doping on the
prototypes is investigated according to the root mean square (RMS) and line profile. The resulting
AFM image of the prototypes and the corresponding line profile of the prototypes are
demonstrated in Appendix B. Figure 22 demonstrates the roughness values of the prototypes in
terms of corresponding RMS. In general, addition of boron reduces the RMS roughness. While
the prototypes with 35 and 45 percent B unexpectedly show less reduction than the other
prototypes. The RMS values of the prototypes are acceptable in terms of roughness requirement.

Figure 22. RMS values of the pure and doped nickel prototypes extracted from AFM analysis.
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7.1.2.2. WLI Analysis
In order to study whether the doping of nickel with boron induces stress into the film, the residual
stress is calculated from Stoney equation using the radius of curvature caused by the film
fabrication. Two methods were suggested;
-

Method one; the radius of curvature of the substrate was measured before and after the
coating. The radiuses were applied in the Stoney equation as follow;
𝜎=

-

𝐸𝑠
ℎ𝑠 2 1
1
( − )
6(1 − 𝜈𝑠 ) ℎ𝑓 𝑅 𝑅0

Method two; the radius of curvature was calculated via Gywddion software. The WLI image
of the substrate before and after coating were prepared through a complex image
modification and subtracted from each other. The radius of curvature of the resulting image
is considered as a radius of curvature of the film only. This radius is substituted in the
following version of Stoney equation;
𝐸𝑠
ℎ𝑠 2 1
1
𝜎=
( ),
𝜅=
6(1 − 𝜈𝑠 ) ℎ𝑓 𝜅
𝑅𝑓

𝐸𝑠 , Young’s modulus of silicon substrate which is 160GPa. 𝜈𝑠 , is the Poisson’s ratio of the silicon
substrate which is equal to 0.22. ℎ𝑠 , substrate thickness which is 1.5 × 10−4 𝑚. ℎ𝑓 , film thickness
which is different for each sample. The 𝑅 and 𝑅0 are the radius of the substrate after and before
coating respectively. The 𝜅 is the inverse of the radius of curvature of the film (𝑅𝑓 ). The
thicknesses of the samples are obtained from XRR analyses explained in the section 7.1.2.3 of the
thesis. Table 4 summarizes the extracted information from WLI images of the substrates before
coatings which were analyzed by Gwyddion software package. The 𝜑1 and 𝜑2 are two orthogonal
directions along which the radiuses of curvature, 𝑅1_𝑠 and 𝑅2_𝑠 , are extracted via fitting a
corresponding ellipsoid.
B%
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50

𝑅1_𝑠 (𝑚)
8.07
4.69
8.139
7.616
5.802
7.908
8.513
7.486
7.94
7.619
8.275

𝑅2_𝑠 (𝑚)
3.858
3.83
3.912
3.941
4.423
3.961
3.68
3.932
3.794
3.878
3.656

𝜑1 (°)
-89.31
-6.46
-168.49
-172.32
-7.92
-89.53
-42.75
-78.11
-110.57
-92.19
-142.73

𝜑2 (°)
0.69
83.54
-78.49
-82.32
82.08
0.47
47.25
11.89
-20.57
-2.19
-52.73

Table 4. extracted values from WLI images of the substrates before coating.
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Table 5 represents the extracted information from WLI images of the prototypes after coatings
according to analyses which were done via Gwyddion.
B%
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50

𝑅1_𝑓 (𝑚)
8.132
4.683
8.464
8.165
6.249
9.267
10.18
8.215
8.856
8.239
9.1

𝑅2_𝑓 (𝑚)
3.949
3.9
4.04
4.197
4.767
4.359
4.026
4.164
4.028
4.099
3.849

𝜑1 (°)
-88.96
-1.11
-167.66
-172.68
-5.15
-90.11
-42.38
-78.52
-109.55
-91.07
-141.92

𝜑2 (°)
1.04
88.89
-77.66
-82.68
84.85
-0.11
47.62
11.48
-19.55
-1.07
-52.92

Table 5. extracted values from WLI images of the prototypes after
coating.

Table 4 and Table 5 are used to calculate the residual stress according to method one. Gwyddion
is providing the directions, 𝜑1 and 𝜑2 , along which the radiuses of curvature are measured. As
the curvature directions are orthogonal, only 𝜑1 variation is investigated. Figure 23 shows the
values of 𝜑1 before and after coatings. It is helpful to understand whether the initial WLI
orientations of the substrates affect the orientations of the WLI profile after the coatings.

Figure 23. represent the 𝜑1 variation of the substrates before and after coatings.
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According to Figure 23 the variation of 𝜑1 is similar for each substrate before and after coating
(~ ± 2°) except sample number 2 which shows more than 5° difference suggesting the profile
orientation of the curvature after coating, due to strong induced strain, is changed with respect
to the corresponding substrate before coating. Gwyddion software package provides the
possibility of subtracting the WLI images of substrates before and after coatings. Table 6 shows
the extracted values of the subtracted image.
B%
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50

𝑅1_𝑠𝑢𝑏 (𝑚) 𝑅2_𝑠𝑢𝑏 (𝑚)
-164.7
-1233
-140.9
368.9
-111.7
-258.6
-64.27
-114.5
-57.06
-90.02
-42.82
-54.91
-42.46
-52.6
-69.38
-86.37
-59.27
-87.06
-66.57
-114.5
-67.26
-102.2

Table 6. extracted values from the subtracted WLI image.

Table 6 is used to calculate the residual stress based on method two. According to the method
one and method two which were explained earlier, the stress values induced by the coated film
were calculated. Table 7 summarizes the calculated values corresponding to method one while
Table 8 summarizes the calculated data for method two.
B%
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50

Thickness (nm)
33
33,5
34
34,55
35
35,5
36,2
36,8
37,3
38,2
38,5

1
1
−
𝑅1_𝑓 𝑅1_𝑠
-0.00094476
0.000318714
-0.00471777
-0.00882855
-0.01232876
-0.01854444
-0.01923558
-0.01185414
-0.01302679
-0.00987687
-0.01095581

1
1
−
𝑅2_𝑓 𝑅2_𝑠
-0.00597299
-0.00468635
-0.00809897
-0.01547728
-0.01631535
-0.02305108
-0.02335364
-0.0141698
-0.0153119
-0.01390294
-0.01371523

𝜎𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝑀𝑃𝑎)

𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑀𝑃𝑎)

-22,02234148
7,318345019
-106,7368516
-196,5612096
-270,9616806
-401,8296025
-408,7457646
-247,7872563
-268,6489696
-198,889794
-218,8973339

-139,2306155
-107,6084807
-183,2346019
-344,5903865
-358,5790849
-499,4817852
-496,2523618
-296,1914951
-315,7743755
-279,9624822
-274,0306425

Table 7. calculated data for the residual stress corresponding to method one. The film thicknesses are
measured with XRR.
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𝑁𝑜.
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50

Thickness (nm)

1

1

𝜎𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝑀𝑃𝑎)

𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑀𝑃𝑎)

33
33,5
34
34,55
35
35,5
36,2
36,8
37,3
38,2
38,5

𝑅2_𝑠𝑢𝑏
-0.000811
0.0027108
-0.003867
-0.0087336
-0.0111086
-0.0182116
-0.0190114
-0.0115781
-0.0114863
-0.0087336
-0.0097847

𝑅1_𝑠𝑢𝑏
-0.00607165
-0.00709723
-0.00895255
-0.01555936
-0.01752541
-0.02335357
-0.02355158
-0.01441338
-0.01687194
-0.01502178
-0.01486768

-18,90512839
62,24481571
-87,48814536
-194,4478338
-244,1459895
-394,6179634
-403,9822959
-242,0170202
-236,8804138
-175,8683942
-195,499217

-141,5301962
-162,9674415
-202,5464135
-346,4178772
-385,1738868
-506,0362534
-500,4585201
-301,282935
-347,9468336
-302,4925812
-297,0564969

Table 8. calculated data for the residual stress corresponding to method two. The film thicknesses are
measured via XRR.

The maximum stress attributes to the smallest radius and the minimum stress corresponds to
the highest radius of the fitted ellipsoid. Figure 24 shows the maximum and minimum residual
stresses calculated through method one and two.

Figure 24. demonstration of the maximum and minimum residual stresses calculated from method one
and two.

According to Figure 24, the prototypes’ residual stresses change with respect to the change in
boron concentration. The trends for maximum and minimum residual stress values
corresponding to methods one and two represent consistent results. The residual stress values
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grow towards the negative direction implying an increase of the compressive stress. The residual
stress values reach a constant value for prototypes with 25 and 30 percent boron. Then, the
residual stress values grow towards positive values that implies an increase in tensile stress. The
transition from compressive stress to tensile stress which might be as a result of transformation
from crystallized film to amorphous film, which will be discussed in section 7.1.2.4 of the thesis.
The stress changes induced by boron doping may affect the film-to-substrate adhesion, especially
during usage (“hot” environment), and as such the stress effect on optics lifetime should be
further investigated.

7.1.2.3. XRR Analysis
The XRR analyses of the eleven prototypes is done utilizing IMD software package. The focus of
the XRR analysis was to extract information on the average density, and not a full electron density
profile as in section 7.1.1.3. In order to extract the density of the prototypes two assumptions
were simulated with IMD:
A. The total density of the sample is calculated by replacing nickel atoms with boron atoms
according to the boron concentration.
B. The total density of the sample is calculated by adding the boron atoms to a bulk nickel film,
replacing none of the nickel atoms. The boron atoms in this assumption were presumed to lie
in the interstitial spaces.
The experimental XRR patterns were fitted with IMD to only extract the density and thickness of
each prototype. The quality of the resulting fits is demonstrated in Appendix C. Table 9 shows
the corresponding density and thickness values for each prototype.
Aimed boron % Assump. A
50
5.684
45
6.006
40
6.329
35
6.651
30
6.974
25
7.296
20
7.618
15
7.941
10
8.263
5
8.586
0
8.908

Assump. B
10.138
10.015
9.892
9.769
9.646
9.523
9.4
9.277
9.154
9.031
8.908

Fitted Density
7.911
8.011
8.111
8.21
8.31
8.409
8.509
8.609
8.709
8.809
8.908

Thickness (nm)
38.5
38.2
37.3
36.8
36.2
35,5
35
34.55
34
33.5
33

Table 9. corresponding density values for assumption A, B and fitted density along with aimed boron
percentage and thickness values for each prototype.
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Figure 25. the variational density trends according to assumption A (green) and Assumption B (red), as
well as fitted density (blue).

Figure 25 shows the trends of density variation according to assumption A and B, as well as the
fitted density corresponding to assumption C. One can see the trend of density variation with
increasing boron concentration possesses the decreasing tendency and lies between assumption
A and B. The density varies from pure nickel to doped nickel thin film with fifty percent aimed
boron concentration reaching 11.2 percent reduction in density. Considering the previous
subsections of the thesis, the reliable samples in terms of crystallization and stress measurement;
sample number two and number three demonstrate less than five percent change in their density
comparing to that of pure nickel which both are reliable candidates in terms of electronic density.

7.1.2.4. XRD Analysis
The XRD analysis was performed on all doped nickel thin film prototypes in order to study the
extent of crystallization while alternating the concentration of boron. The corresponding XRD
spectrums are demonstrated in Figure 26 which shows the illustrative change in crystallinity. The
spectrums are obtained through fixing the omega angle at 2 degree and letting the detector to
rotate up to 150 degree. The data represented in Figure 26 implicates that the phase transition
of nickel from relatively polycrystalline structure to amorphous structure starts from 5 percent
boron doped nickel prototype and reaches an amorphous phase for 25 percent boron doped
nickel prototype.
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Figure 26. the XRD spectrums of the pure nickel sample and doped nickel samples.

The crystal size with [1 1 1] orientation changes from 10nm for the 33nm pure nickel prototype
to a few nanometer-sized crystals for the 35.5nm doped nickel prototype with 25 percent aimed
boron. The difference between structure with a few nanometer-sized crystals and amorphous
structure is indistinguishable. Accordingly, the crystal size in the 35.5nm doped nickel prototype
with 25 percent aimed boron is suppressed by an order of magnitude which is acceptable in terms
of etching requirement.
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7.1.3.

Ag film and Ge-Ag multilayer

Silver prototypes consisting of a 30nm silver layer with a 2nm ruthenium buffer layer were
fabricated onto a 0.525mm c-Si wafers. The aim of fabricating silver prototypes on ruthenium is
to investigate whether the extent of silver roughness on top of ruthenium is acceptable in terms
of requirement. This is particularly important, since it is known from literature that silver grows
rough when directly is grown onto silicon.

7.1.3.1. AFM Analysis of Ag film
The AFM analysis was done to study the surface roughness of the silver-germanium multilayer
prototype to investigate the roughness to compare the result with the pure silver prototype. As
one of the requirements provided in the section 5.1.4 of the thesis, the surface roughness is
required to be about 0.5nm for EUV absorber mask. The roughness of the silver-germanium stack
on top of ruthenium is assessed based on the root mean square (RMS) and line profile. The
resulting AFM images of the pure silver and silver-germanium multilayer prototypes along with
their corresponding line profiles are demonstrated in Figure 27 and Figure 28 respectively.

A

B

Figure 27. the AFM image of silver prototype (left), the line profiles corresponding to line A (up, right),
and line B (bottom, right).

Figure 27 on the left shows the AFM image from the surface of the 30nm Ni prototype with 2nm
Ru layer on top of a c-Si substrate. On the right side of the Figure 27 the two profiles
corresponding to line A and B are shown as well. The AFM image of the Ag prototype shows clear
dots implying the formation of island shape texture on the surface which is supported by the
shape of the line profiles which corresponds to lateral correlated frequency of the line profile.
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The RMS value of the silver thin film prototype is 1.4nm which also indicates silver grows rough
on ruthenium. The RMS value of silver is unacceptable in terms of requirements outlined in
section 5.1.4 of the thesis.
According to section 6.5.3 of the thesis, a set of germanium-silver multilayer prototypes
were fabricated consisting of four bilayer periods on top of 2nm thick ruthenium layer. The
substrate to fabricate the multilayer onto is 0.525mm single crystalline silicon wafer or siliconmolybdenum multilayer stack. Germanium was selected as an effective adhesive material to
smoothen the growth of silver. The multilayer design can be considered a potential candidate for
EUV mask as the layer thicknesses can be tuned such that destructive interference of incidence
and reflected light would suppress the residual reflection from the top surface of the mask.
Moreover, the layering thicknesses can be tuned such that it stops the layer to reach its
nucleation point which suppresses the crystallinity. The total thickness of silver-germanium stack
designed to be about 26nm.

7.1.3.2. AFM Analysis of Ag-Ge Multilayer

Figure 28. the AFM image of silver-germanium multilayer prototype (left), the corresponding line
profile of the prototype (right).

The AFM image of Ge-Ag multilayer shows no sign of island shape texture and the corresponding
line profile also indicates that the height occurrence at the surface is randomly distributed
implying the smooth surface. The RMS value of Ge-Ag multilayer prototype is 0.21nm indicating
the smoothness of the surface of the prototype which is acceptable in terms of requirements.
The result suggests the application of germanium smoothens the top silver layer in multilayer
stack by a factor of six comparing to that pure silver.

7.1.3.3. XRD Analysis
The XRD analysis is done on the silver-germanium multilayer stack prototype to study the extent
of crystallization. The XRD spectrum is obtained via fixation of omega angle at 2 degree and
letting the detector to rotate up to 150 degree. Table 10 demonstrates the literature spectral
information of the silver XRD spectrum.
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𝑁𝑜.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

ℎ
1
2
2
3
2
4
3
4
4

𝑘
1
0
2
1
2
0
3
2
2

𝑙
1
0
0
1
2
0
1
0
2

𝐷[Å]
2.359
2.044
1.445
1.231
1.1796
1.0215
0.9375
0.9137
0.8341

2𝜃[𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒]
38.117
44.279
64.428
77.475
81.539
97.891
110.501
114.928
155.666

𝐼[%]
100
40
25
26
12
4
15
12
13

Table 10. the corresponding crystallographic values of the nickel sample from the literature.

The corresponding XRD spectrum of the silver-germanium multilayer and pure silver prototypes
along with literature peak positions corresponding to silver and germanium are shown in Figure
29.

Figure 29. the XRD spectrum of the pure silver and silver-germanium multilayer stack prototypes along
with literature peak positions corresponding to silver and germanium.

One can see from Figure 29 that the germanium in the silver-germanium multilayer prototype
represents no corresponding peak implying the amorphous phase of germanium in the silvergermanium multilayer prototype. Furthermore, crystallization of silver in the silver-germanium
multilayer prototype is significantly suppressed comparing to that of pure silver prototype. The
pure silver prototype is randomly oriented polycrystal while crystallization of silver in the silvergermanium multilayer prototype is not randomly oriented, hinting at textured growth.
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7.2. Techno-economic feasibility
The techno-economic feasibility is assessed through value management workshop which consists
of three main stages;
-

Stage one is pre-workshop which is about preparation of the workshop.
Stage two is the workshop which consists of six phases of job plan.
Stage three is post-workshop which is about implementation activities.

7.2.1.

Stage one; pre-workshop

The purpose of this stage is to plan the value study and gather info to prepare the value study.
The main scope of the project is to create EUV mask for the next generation scanners. One as a
value manager needs to prepare the value management workshop. To do so first the description
of the project was prepared. Next, the technical information with further detail was collected.
Afterwards, the workshop was planned for two days. Accordingly, the first day was planned to
be about identifying the issues, clarifying the functions, and brainstorming, and thus the second
day planned to be about evaluation, development, and preparing materials for a presentation.
The outcomes of this stage are; clear understanding of what senior management needs to
address, strategic priorities, and how and which improvements will increase organizational
value?

7.2.2.

Stage two; workshop

This phase brought all stakeholders to a common and basic level of the functional understanding
of the section 5.3. of the SeNaTe project. The functional understanding establishes fundamentals
to identify and benchmark the alternatives, mismatches and set the agenda for innovation.

7.2.2.1. Phase one; information phase
The first phase started with benchmarking, tear down analysis, and design for assembly. The
necessary logistics, the study schedule, dates, time and locations were defined. Thereafter, the
framework under which the scope of the project, schedule, dedicated budget, costs, risk and
issues was explained. Currently 70nm tantalum-based materials are used as an EUV absorptive
in EUV mask structure. At this stage one as a value manager together with other stakeholders
specifies the key questions that should be answered throughout the workshop:
-

What is the main objective of the project?
Do we have to change the current materials and architecture of the existing mask
construction?
What is going to be the benchmarks for selecting suitable materials?
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-

What are the other options except changing the materials?
How far the mask 3D effects should be suppressed?
Which materials can be fabricated with available equipment?
How costly are these optimizations in comparison to the current mask?
How much budget need to be allocated?
What if after two years no promising results would have been achieved?
What are the concerns of each stockholders regarding selected materials? Are they
permitted?

The final outcomes are: (i) to bring all the team members to an equal level of understanding of
the section 5.3 of the SeNaTe project regarding tactical, operational and specifics via gathering
information, (ii) to have an understanding on the functional objectives of the section 5.3 of the
SeNaTe project, (iii) and set the agenda for innovations.

7.2.2.2. Phase two; functional analysis phase
The purpose of this stage is to get involved with the section 5.3 of the SeNaTe project from
functional point of view. The section 5.3 of the SeNaTe project is supposed to make prototypes
in which the mask 3D effects are suppressed at reduced-height absorber features. Therefore,
stakeholders were encouraged to write down the functions to develop the fast diagram for EUV
absorber in the next generation scanners (Figure 30):
-

New high EUV extinction coefficient materials as EUV absorber in order to maintain or
enhance the imaging quality at reduced absorber features’ height.
The crystallinity of the new EUV absorptive materials is important factor in their etching
process.

Figure 30. the illustration of the FAST diagram.
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7.2.2.3. Phase three; creative phase
A brainstorm session in terms of a creative warm-up exercise was performed using software
package called IMD in order to simulate the EUV reflectivity of the materials introduced in phase
one. The aim was to study whether it is possible to reach minimum EUV reflectance at reduced
height with those materials under 6-degree angle of incidence. There was a list of materials with
extinction coefficient values higher than that of tantalum which were investigated by other
stakeholders. According to the stakeholders’ evaluations, a few of those materials were chosen
to proceed with; single thin film of nickel, single thin film of silver and single thin film of tellurium.
Crystallization of new materials was discussed during brainstorm session. Two encountering
solutions were suggested;
-

Suppressing crystallization through introducing impurity in the crystal system.
Using multilayer design to suppress crystallization through manipulation of the nucleation
point by tweaking the layer thicknesses of the materials.

7.2.2.4. Phase four; evaluation phase
The corresponding prototypes of the proposed designs in the creative phase were fabricated and
were evaluated through metrological analyses. Accordingly, the tellurium thin film prototype was
aggressively oxidized which made it an unlikely candidate for further implementations. The silver
prototype showed significant surface roughness that need to be encountered. The nickel
prototypes grew polycrystalline which might be disadvantageous for etching process. In order to
encounter the practical restriction of the single thin film of silver and nickel, the alternative
designs were suggested;
-

Introducing dopant materials such as ruthenium, tantalum or boron into the nickel thin film
to suppress crystallization.
Integrating silver with adhesive materials such as germanium or chromium in the multilayer
design in order to suppress crystallization and surface roughness of silver.

7.2.2.5. Phase five; development phase
Further X-ray analysis showed that doped nickel thin film with ruthenium and tantalum failed to
suppress the nickel crystallinity. However, the nickel prototype doped with boron successfully
suppressed the crystallization. Therefore, the silver-germanium multilayer and the boron-doped
nickel thin film designs were considered for further development. The nickel thin film design was
fabricated in terms of prototypes with different thicknesses in order to extract the optical
constant of nickel by Physikalisch Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB). Next step at this phase is
about the practical cost for each prototype according to a number of financial factors; magnetron
target cost, magnetron sputtering deposition cost, metrological analyses cost (XRR, XRD, XPS,
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AFM and WLI), shipment cost, optical constant extraction cost (PTB). Table 11 represents the
corresponding cost to each prototype.
Design

Thin film Ni
Doped Ni
Ge-Ag ML

Magnetron
Target cost (€)
250
450
550

Deposition Analyses
cost per
cost per
day (€)
sample (€)
5000
4000
6000
6000
6000
3000

Shipment
cost (€)
400
200
100

PTB cost
(€)

Total
cost (€)

4000
2000
1000

13650
14650
10650

Table 11. the detailed cost assessments corresponding to each design.

The final step in the development phase is to calculate the value corresponding to each
prototype. In this regard, two criteria where defined to examine the performance of each
prototype;
-

-

Criterion one; this criterion is based on optical and imaging simulations done by IMEC,
Fraunhofer and XUV. Each prototype is scored according to the simulations from one as being
a weak performer to ten as being most effective performer.
Criterion two; this criterion is based on the extent of control each prototype is provided over
suppressing the crystallization. Prototypes are scored from one due to having less control
over crystallization to ten as a result of optimizable control over crystallization.

Table 12 summarizes the scoring process according to criterion one and two and overall
performance along with corresponding total cost to each design with which the attributed value
to each design is calculated.
Design
Thin film Ni
Doped Ni
Ge-Ag ML

Criterion one
8
7
9

Criterion two
2
8
8

Overall Perf.
10
15
17

Total cost (€)
13650
14650
10650

Value
7.32 × 10−4
0.0010
0.0016

Table 12. representation of the performance of the specified designs according to criterion one and
two, their overall performance, and their corresponding calculated value. The value is calculated as
overall performance over cost.

According to Table 12 the doped nickel thin film design and the silver-germanium multilayer
design account for relatively similar value comparing to pure nickel thin layer design. However,
the silver-germanium multilayer design ranks first in terms of value which makes it the best
candidate from the tecno-economic point of view. The outcomes of this phase are developing
alternative design solutions in details, collect all opinion over new design solution from the
stakeholders’ side.
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7.2.2.6. Phase six; presentation phase
At this phase the conclusive result of the value management study was presented to the
European project group which acts as a management team. The presentation outlined the
outcomes of the value study and the comprehensive formal report was submitted later.
The outcome of this phase was to convince the management team of European project to
understand the logic behind the outcomes of the value study, attract their attention towards the
necessity of constructive changes in the EUV mask for next generation scanners in order to obtain
their approval to proceed with the value design implementations.

7.2.3.

Stage three; post-workshop

The stakeholders considered the outcomes of the value management study in their activities to
operate on the desired value alternatives which in turn led to changes in their setups and
processes. These are changes which performs on the original application of their setups and
processes that will be used during project development stage for future designs or product
development activities.
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8. Conclusion and future work
The 3D effects of typical EUVL masks worsen at higher numerical aperture of the imaging optics
employed in EUVL scanners. Therefore, the height of the EUV absorber layer of the reticle for
7nm node technology scanners necessarily should be reduced to the order of 30nm, as compared
to current Ta-based absorber heights which are around 50nm. Such a reduction of the absorber
height requires higher absorption per unit height or, more specifically, a higher absorption
coefficient. In this regard, the implementation of high EUV absorptive materials such as nickel
and silver were suggested. Nickel and silver grow polycrystalline which can be disadvantageous
in terms of the etching process used. Moreover, silver grows on ruthenium such that the surface
roughness is significantly unacceptable in terms of the surface roughness requirement for the
absorber layer of the reticle. As a result of these practical restrictions, two different designs were
suggested to overcome the practical issues; doping a nickel thin film with boron to suppress the
crystallization and a silver-germanium multilayer to suppress the crystallization and reduce the
surface roughness of the silver. The validations represented in section 7 showed both designs
successfully overcame the corresponding practical issues. Next, according to suggested designs,
full-size reticles must be fabricated to undergo further analyses by other stakeholders, such as
imaging tests, patterning, cleaning, and repair in order to provide further input to optimize and
validate final EUV absorber layers for 7nm node technology reticles.
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11. Appendices
A. XRR fits with the developing MATLAB code
The quality of the fits is acceptable however the resulting electron density profile needs to be validated
(e.g. with XPS result) to be trustable otherwise it is just a local minimum.

The experimental XRR curve for 10nm nickel prototype (orang dots) fitted on simulated XRR curve (blue)
to extract the corresponding electron density profile.
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The measured XRR data points for 25nm nickel prototype (orang dots) fitted on simulated XRR curve
(blue) to obtain the corresponding electron density profile.
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The experimental XRR curve for 40nm nickel prototype (orang dots) fitted on simulated XRR curve (blue)
to extract the corresponding electron density profile.
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The measured XRR data points for 25nm nickel prototype with additional ruthenium layer (orang dots)
fitted on simulated XRR curve (blue) to extract the corresponding electron density profile.
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B. Roughness images and line profiles of the doped
prototypes

The AFM image of the 150µ silicon substrate (left) and its corresponding line profile (right).

The AFM image of the pure nickel prototype (left) and its corresponding line profile (right).

The AFM image of the doped nickel prototype with 5% aimed boron concentration (left) and its
corresponding line profile (right).
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The AFM image of the doped nickel prototype with 10% aimed boron concentration (left) and its
corresponding line profile (right).

The AFM image of the doped nickel prototype with 15% aimed boron concentration (left) and its
corresponding line profile (right).

The AFM image of the doped nickel prototype with 20% aimed boron concentration (left) and its
corresponding line profile (right).
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The AFM image of the doped nickel prototype with 25% aimed boron concentration (left) and its
corresponding line profile (right).

The AFM image of the doped nickel prototype with 30% aimed boron concentration (left) and its
corresponding line profile (right).

A
B

A

B
The AFM image of the doped nickel prototype with 35% aimed boron concentration (left) and its
corresponding line profiles (right). Unexpected change in surface morphology and roughness.
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The AFM image of the doped nickel prototype with 40% aimed boron concentration (left) and its
corresponding line profile (right).

B
A

A

B
The AFM image of the doped nickel prototype with 45% aimed boron concentration (left) and its
corresponding line profiles (right). Unexpected change in surface morphology and roughness.

The AFM image of the doped nickel prototype with 50% aimed boron concentration (left) and its
corresponding line profile (right).
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C. The XRR analyses of the doped nickel prototypes using IMD
software package to extract the density and thickness
The quality of the fits is sufficient to extract reliable density and thickness.

The experimental XRR curve for the doped nickel prototype with 50% aimed boron concentration (red)
fitted on simulated XRR curve (black). The simulated XRR curves based on assumption A (green) and B
(blue) are demonstrated as well.
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The measured XRR curve for the doped nickel prototype with 45% aimed boron concentration (red)
fitted on simulated XRR curve (black). The simulated XRR curves based on assumption A (green) and B
(blue) are shown.
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The experimental XRR data points for the doped nickel prototype with 40% aimed boron concentration
(red) fitted on simulated XRR curve (black). The simulated XRR curves based on assumption A (green)
and B (blue) are represented as well.
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The measured XRR data points for the doped nickel prototype with 35% aimed boron concentration
(red) fitted on simulated XRR curve (black). The simulated XRR curves based on assumption A (green)
and B (blue) are demonstrated.
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The experimental XRR curve for the doped nickel prototype with 30% aimed boron concentration (red)
fitted on simulated XRR curve (black). The simulated XRR curves based on assumption A (green) and B
(blue) are demonstrated as well.
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The measured XRR curve for the doped nickel prototype with 25% aimed boron concentration (red)
fitted on simulated XRR curve (black). The simulated XRR curves based on assumption A (green) and B
(blue) are represented as well.
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The experimental XRR data points for the doped nickel prototype with 20% aimed boron concentration
(red) fitted on simulated XRR curve (black). The simulated XRR curves based on assumption A (green)
and B (blue) are shown as well.
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The measured XRR curve for the doped nickel prototype with 15% aimed boron concentration (red)
fitted on simulated XRR curve (black). The simulated XRR curves based on assumption A (green) and B
(blue) are demonstrated.
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The experimental XRR data points for the doped nickel prototype with 10% aimed boron concentration
(red) fitted on simulated XRR curve (black). The simulated XRR curves based on assumption A (green)
and B (blue) are represented as well.
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The measured XRR curve for the doped nickel prototype with 5% aimed boron concentration (red) fitted
on simulated XRR curve (black). The simulated XRR curves based on assumption A (green) and B (blue)
are demonstrated.
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